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Lunar FlyKnit Chukka
Nike
first Nike Lunar FlyKnit Chukka & Green Tarp Crimson Total". Is still the light stick foot flyknit shoe body composition, unveiled this
week this recent hot knitting technology into chukka shoes in tube new equipped with a pink Lunarlon shock sole and Nike +
technology, and the shoe body of the yarn are shown to gray and pale olive green mix with flowers, and interspersed with black
swoosh, priced at & pound119 pounds, like a friend now can be purchased from endCLOThing. 
< br / > in the Canadian fashion brand wings and horns and Adidas originals cooperation to build summer 2015 joint series, this pair
of Stan Smith particularly conspicuous. Wings and horns from its minimalist aesthetic of remodeling, the horween produced black
grain leather shoes production, again tie-in heel without processing, light brown suede collision a luxurious texture. Finally, of course,
also do not forget to with the classic white soles to improve overall. Priced at $$150, the shoes can be purchased through NYC KITH.
(Editor: YOYO)
The most stylish sports sports players, adidas released a new ClimaCool running shoes
2012-05-03 10:46:27 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Empty Island] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network May 3 hearing, evolved into street fashion darling from professional dress, an important element to the
current fashion arena, sports shoes as comfortable, easy to ride and easy to the color of a single product, is gradually to In fashion
attitude into street fashion. Adidas breeze series running the latest running shoes is the best example of this trend. CC Fresh Ride
colorful fresh color, CC Seduction pioneer in cutting-edge 3D design and 360-degree ventilation, both for the 2012 spring and
summer fashion scene inject a breath of fresh air. 
In recent years, running shoes in the style, color aspects of a lot of changes and breakthroughs, often used with some casual style of
fashion, can even be used with a suit at work, especially for Friday casual day is a good try. In fact, this colorful sneakers Far filled
with much earlier appeared in a number of drama in the fashion and Hong Kong are widely used. And now this trend along with
exercise and a healthy trend integrate together into our daily lives. adidas ClimaCool running shoes lightweight breathable fabrics,
wear comfortable refreshing sense, the ability to perform various styles of clothing with a multi-level, it is the combination of
movement elements and street elements onto a new peak. 
1 2 Related news
Recreation 
Creative has been advocating the integration of Hi-Fashion and the popular sneaker culture, which is why we can always see a pair
of shoes with the advantages of both. 
CR recently, 
in the United States announced the new 2012 spring and summer LO DICOCO 2, the new release of sneaker fashion, we can clearly
see the shoe type design is very consistent with the general fashion shoes shoes, and in order to make shoes more comfortable
ventilation, the general popular sneaker design, the design elements will be punched and so on, so that shoes can be filled in the
sense of comfort and comfort. 
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